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This research work presents a detailed survey about Computational Intelligence (CI) applied to various
Hotel and Travel Industry areas. Currently, the hospitality industry’s interest in data science is growing
exponentially because of their expected margin of profit growth. In order to provide precise state
of the art content, this survey analyzes more than 160 research works from which a detailed
categorization and taxonomy have been produced. We have studied the different approaches on
the various forecasting methods and subareas where CI is currently being used. This research work
also shows an actual distribution of these research efforts in order to enhance the understanding
of the reader about this topic and to highlight unexploited research niches. A set of guidelines and
recommendations for future research areas and promising applications are also presented in a final
section.
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1. Introduction

The interest on Machine Learning (ML) has been growing
xponentially over the last decades [1], especially after the recent
ncrease in the availability of data in every field in Engineering.
he benefits of using ML range from exploratory analysis (the
nderstanding of the structure and internal relationships of data),
o predictive analysis (modeling the observed processes in or-
er to forecast their future evolution) and prescriptive analysis
generating higher level recommendations to decision makers or
anagers).
Before proceeding further, in order to provide a commonly

ccepted definition of Computational Intelligence (CI), definitions
reviously set in the literature have been examined in depth.
iddique and Adeli [2] stated that CI is a set of methodologies and
omputational approaches inspired by nature to address com-
lex real-world problems for which traditional or mathematical
odeling are not applicable for some reasons. The IEEE Com-
utational Intelligence Society defined that these methodologies
omprise Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), fuzzy systems and
volutionary algorithms. These methods are close to how humans
eason by using incomplete knowledge, producing adaptable con-
rol actions, thus making CI systems capable of learning from
xperiential data.
Additionally, it is necessary to define Machine Learning as the

se of computer algorithms that automatically improve through
xperience evolving behaviors based on data [3], and is often
onsidered as part of the Artificial Intelligence field. ML is used
n a wide set of research fields, such as speech recognition, robot
ontrol or computer Vision [4]. It can be further divided in four
ain disciplines: supervised learning, semisupervised learning,
nsupervised learning and reinforcement learning. The first kind
s based on feeding an algorithm with a set of annotated examples
data instances), for it to create a model that is able to produce
he annotation for any unseen data instance. On the other hand,
n unsupervised learning algorithm uses unlabeled data to create
model that generates a certain output based on an input or a

ransformation of an input, which is useful in clustering problems
r in dimensionality reduction. Semisupervised learning is a mix
f the aforementioned two methodologies, where the algorithm
as to deal with partially labeled data to generate a model, which
sually is a mixture of both supervised and unsupervised learning
lgorithms. Lastly, reinforcement learning is based on the concept
2

of ‘‘training by reward’’, where the algorithm observes the envi-
ronment, perform actions on it, and get rewards or penalties in
return, creating policies that define the best action to take in a
given situation. Additionally, an emerging ML venue called online
learning is getting attention in the last decade due to its inherent
ability to learn from data streams (instead of datasets or Big Data),
giving models the capacity to adapt to changes inside streaming
data, making them resilient to the wear of time.

In the recent years, the use of CI methods applied to the
hospitality industry has also seen a considerable increase, yield-
ing positive results in diverse areas, such as tourism demand
forecasting or energy consumption [1,5]. The use of these tech-
niques not only creates larger profit margins for the industry, but
also increases the quality of the offered services to tourists and
visitors. Profiling and categorizing users, customizing the services
to match each different customer profile is a good example of this.
However, using predictive data analytics with Big Data in order
to gain knowledge from real-time data instead of historical data
is still a new paradigm for the hospitality industry [6].

The goal of this research work is to completely explore the
field of hospitality and tourism industry to understand how CI
is being applied, surveying what techniques are more frequently
used to do specific tasks and proposing a new categorization
based on the applications of ML on this area. This was done by
classifying the twelve different research areas that were found in
four big blocks: Management and Revenue Estimation; Profiling
and Recommendation Systems; Tourism Demand Forecasting;
and Weather Forecasting and Environmental Risks Assessment.
Additionally, this research work aims to identify potential un-
exploited application niches, sharing with the reader the oppor-
tunities for the taking in researching new CI methodologies and
applications.

More than 160 relevant articles and research works have
been studied and classified to provide an actual state of the art
regarding the use of CI applied to the tourism and hospitality in-
dustries, yielding 12 different areas where CI was applied. In this
research work, we will provide a description of each technique
used to extract and parse information and the area of knowledge
where those techniques were applied, along with references to
the research works that were found inside these categories.

The rest of this research work is organized as follows: In the
next section, a description of the research tools and methodolo-
gies used in this research is presented. After it, a new section with
a description about the more frequent ML families of techniques
is introduced. In Section 4, a new categorization of ML techniques
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for the hospitality and tourism industry is proposed, dividing
the previously studied related literature in four big blocks and
ten sub-blocks in total. As a result of the examination of the
current state of the art, challenges of the field in regard to the
CI developments are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 8
exposes concluding remarks drawn from this study, along with
promising research areas.

2. Research methodologies and scope

For the critical literature review discussed in the following
ections, we have analyzed 160 papers from different publishers
nd journals, alongside other research works used to support
ifferent claims, to describe different CI methodologies, and to
stablish diverse hospitality industry concepts and definitions. A
horough search was done in the Core Collection available from
he Web of Science, defined by keywords such as ‘‘Hospitality
ndustry’’, ‘‘Tourism’’, ‘‘Data Stream Mining’’, ‘‘Machine Learning’’,
‘Computational Intelligence’’ and/or ‘‘Deep Learning’’. This was
ombined with a ‘‘Search by topic’’ heuristic, which searches
or the aforementioned keywords inside article abstracts, titles
nd/or tagged keywords, jointly with a time window that spans
rom 1998 to 2020. A bibliography organizing tool was later used
o compile all the references and to provide basic insights into all
he reviewed research works, such as how many papers where
ublished in a certain year. After this initial organization, all the
forementioned research works were thoroughly inspected and
nalyzed to find and classify which CI method is in use, and to
scertain the hospitality area where such method is applied.
After all the research works were analyzed, we discovered that

suitable categorization for CI applied to the hospitality industry
as yet to be defined. This research gap allowed presenting use-

ul insights about how research efforts are currently distributed
n the hospitality industry, leading to a potential taxonomy to
rganize all of these efforts. This proposed taxonomy was cre-
ted by assessing every reviewed research work towards finding
he area where it applies a certain CI methodology. After this
rea analysis, all research efforts inside the hospitality area can
e organized in four main blocks, two of them being ‘‘Tourism
emand Forecasting’’ and ‘‘Weather Forecasting and Environmen-
al Risks Assessment’’. The other two blocks were denoted as
‘Management and Revenue Estimation’’ and ‘‘Profiling and Rec-
mmendation Systems’’ as per how they comprise different parts
f the present literature. The first one is composed by six subcat-
gories related to how different hospitality areas are managed,
uch as booking systems or forecasting of various matters. The
atter is composed by four subcategories related to geo-tagging,
entiment analysis, behavior analysis, and recommender systems.

. Considered computational intelligence areas and techniques

CI is a broad field that has permeated almost any knowledge
nd research area. There is no clear consensus on how to perform
n accurate taxonomy of CI techniques and methods, with an
ssortment of approaches [7,8], and the focus set on different
eatures. In this section we propose a taxonomy of the most
epresentative families of CI learning techniques from the per-
pective of the hospitality industry, after surveying their extent
cross the consulted literature. A major division can be made
mong the CI methods into three main categories: modeling,
ptimization and simulation [9]. In this division, each category
ries to clear the unknown in an equation where one element of
he scheme input data-model-output is the unknown. However,
he relevant corpus of the hospitality sector CI-related literature
evolves around modeling and optimization. Our purpose is to

mphasize the techniques that have been found in the studied

3

literature body, and how, in various cases, hybrid methodologies
between topics are used. Thus, the coverage of this classification
is reduced to the types of techniques and methods that have been
found relevant for this sector, and parting from an ontology based
on the above mentioned division. Fig. 1 presents a suggested tax-
onomy of the different CI techniques, based on all the reviewed
research works.

In this taxonomy, CI methodologies have been classified at-
tending to their main objectives, which are modeling and opti-
mization. ML modeling refers to the discovery of relations be-
tween data inputs and outputs. In the other hand, ML opti-
mization is focused on finding which inputs are maximizing or
minimizing the output of a ML model. Lastly, this taxonomy gives
place to a classification of the studied research works into one
of the categories or subcategories of CI, which is presented later
after a second categorization according to the application domain
is performed.

3.1. Machine learning

ML constitutes one of the largest categories of CI, including
most known applications of this kind of techniques, like classifi-
cation, forecasting, clustering, regression or pattern discovery. It
is frequently divided into two subcategories, depending on the
way in which the learning process is produced. If the process
consists of finding a function that maps an input to an output, the
learning is supervised, and when the process consists of finding
patterns of input data without knowing the output, the learning
is unsupervised. ML methods are thus aligned to the modeling
category, in the division proposed by [9], as they are oriented
to finding the model. In the last years, ML has been applied in
different areas, demonstrating that it can be a useful tool in order
to solve different kinds of problems by classifying data or by
predicting situation outcomes. In the hospitality industry, this
computational approach yields useful results that allow hospi-
tality establishments to gain competitive advantages over their
competitors.

3.1.1. Artificial neural networks
ANNs are inspired by the functionality of the human brain,

and are composed of various types of layers which contain neu-
rons. The first one is the input layer, then there might be one,
two or more hidden layers and, lastly, a final output layer [10].
They were invented back in the 40 s, and have had popularity
peaks and valleys since then. ANNs are defined mimicking the
structure of the human brain with neurons and axons and den-
drites connecting them. The mathematical transaction consists
of a set of neurons arranged in layers, and interconnected in a
particular fashion. Each neuron performs an arithmetic operation
(typically a summation) among all of the incoming connections,
each connection weighted by some value. Each neuron also has
an activation function and the output of it is fed to the next layer
or the output of the ANN.

Conventional neural networks have proven to be an effec-
tive technology for structural pattern recognition [10]. Recently,
the available abundance of computing power combined with
the use of GPUs instead of CPUs, for their Very Long Instruc-
tion Word instructions and the consequent suitability to process
large matrices with algebraic operations, is renewing the in-
terest of the scientific community in ANNs, in particular those
included in the so called Deep Learning area (Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN), recurrent neural networks, long short term
memory, and autoencoders, among others), consisting in general
of an increment of the number of hidden layers inside the Neural
Network.

Among the limitations for ANNs is their need of a high size
of data for training, their generally long training time and a
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of Machine Learning, decision making and natural computing methods.
endency to overfit their models. There is also another concern
bout the interpretability of the Deep Learning, learned models,
hich in some contexts may weight severely against their use.

.1.2. Decision trees
Decision trees are another case of supervised learning, and

re a very common technique in sequential decision making [11].
hey are fast, they produce intelligible models and can be easily
weaked to operate in an adaptive online learning setup. Es-
entially, a decision tree is a flowchart-like decision structure
omposed of nodes and leaves. Each node evaluates a condition
f a particular feature of the dataset, and depending on the
valuation of such condition for each observation of the dataset,
he evaluation progresses down to another connected node for a
ubsequent feature evaluation, or to a leaf, where the particular
ategory that is predicted by the model is located. The learning
f a decision tree model consists of the training of the node
ree structure, the features to be evaluated at each node and the
hresholds used to decide a each node the next one. The most
nteresting feature of this kind of models is its interpretability
nd that their structure contains, as a bonus value, interesting
nformation on the relative importance of features. Decision trees
re most frequently applied to classification problems.

.1.3. Probabilistic and bayesian methods
According to [12], the Bayesian paradigm ‘‘interprets prob-

bility as the subjective experience of uncertainty [...] In this
aradigm, the classic example of the subjective experience of
ncertainty is the notion of placing a bet’’. Additionally, in [12] is
tated that there are three main components of Bayesian statis-
ics: Background knowledge, the information contained in the
ata, and posterior inference which is obtained by combining the
irst two components.

Bayesian and probabilistic inference are learning methods
hich, based on the observation of instances of data, update
hypothesis probability incrementally. In that sense, they can
e considered in the supervised learning subset of ML, typically
pplied to classification. Two of the main strengths of Bayesian
etworks (the most well known kind in this field), are their
bility to incorporate previous knowledge of experts (accelerating
he learning process), and that the outputs are not just categories,
ut also confidence levels. Additionally, one of the most used
ayesian Methods is Naive Bayes, which consists of a conditional
robability model which assumes that the value of a particular
eature is independent of the value of any other feature, given
he class variable.
4

3.1.4. Instance based learning
Instance based learning algorithms are very similar to edited

nearest neighbor algorithms, and they also are a derivation of
the nearest neighbor pattern classifier [13]. These algorithms are
model learning methods based on learning from the past cases,
not trying to generalize models. Instead, the idea is to remember
all previous cases and assimilate each new observation to the
ones already learned.

Good examples of this family of methods are the k-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN) [14], a non-parametric method useful in re-
gression and classification which consists of an input of the ‘k’
closest training samples in the feature space, and the output is a
class membership (classification) or the property value for the ob-
ject (regression); and Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks [15],
which is a special case of a simple ANN that uses RBF as activation
functions.

3.1.5. Ensembles
Ensemble techniques are also finding their spot inside the

ML panorama. As defined by [16], ‘‘an ensemble consists of a
set of individually trained classifiers (such as neural networks or
decision trees) whose predictions are combined when classifying
novel instances’’. By the combination of models that may work
well in some cases, (or be complemented with others if they have
a poorer performance), a better than the parts model is built. The
way of combining them may be as simple as voting, or selecting
the more voted category in case of a classification problem.

3.1.6. Clustering
In [17] it is mentioned that ‘‘data clustering is the process

of identifying natural groupings or clusters within multidimen-
sional data based on some similarity measure (e.g. euclidean
distance)’’, and that it is also an important process in ML and pat-
tern recognition. Clustering uses a broad set of unsupervised ML
techniques, where each observation is not associated with a par-
ticular dependent variable. Instead, observations are grouped by
similarity measurements. Therefore, the knowledge is extracted
in terms of how samples are grouped around one or several
features, identifying the possible modes in the observation space.
The main advantage of clustering techniques is that observations
do not need to be labeled (no category has to be associated
with each observation) meaning great savings in terms of data
preprocessing.
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3.1.7. Association rules mining
The objective of association rule mining is to extract mean-

ngful correlations, associations, frequent patterns or even casual
tructures among different sets of items on data repositories [18].
he knowledge pursued in this kind of technique is the extraction
f frequently associated sets of items, for example, when it comes
own to items that are very frequently bought together in the
upermarket, giving marketing managers opportunities in the
ense of advancing what is most likely needed by a particular cus-
omer or profile of customer. The extraction of these association
ules may prove computationally expensive, but they are quite
requently for maximizing the profit margin of retailers, or other
ervice providers.

.2. Decision making

Data-driven decision making systems are those oriented to
elp their users make better decisions. These include fuzzy logic
ystems, recommender systems, and others that fall within differ-
nt categories, reason for which this type of systems are placed
alfway between modeling and optimization areas. Although the
utput of almost any CI system can be considered as an assistance
o decision making, we have focused here in rule based systems,
hich cannot be cataloged in any of the other proposed cate-
ories. Phillips-Wren and Hoskisson [19] expose in their research
hat the hospitality industry is becoming more aware of the
ompetitive advantage of using data in decision making provides,
hough huge quantities of data (Big Data) make this kind of
ecision making difficult. Additionally, it is also stated that Big
ata is getting more important for company leaders because it
an be directly tied to value generation.

.2.1. Fuzzy Systems
In 1965, [20] defined a fuzzy set as ‘‘a class of objects with a

ontinuum of grades of membership’’. These sets were inspired by
he non discrete reasoning way humans have, where a decision
ariable may contain vague (fuzzy) values like ‘‘low’’, ‘‘medium’’
nd ‘‘high’’. Thanks to this fundamental conceptual change, a
remendous corpus of research has been developed in the last
0 years in many fields, particularly in control engineering and
obotics. The flexibility and capability of incorporating human
nowledge into this way of modeling makes fuzzy logic a very
mportant family of ML.

.3. Natural computing

Computation based in natural processes or organisms is widely
xtended and applied for optimization tasks, as well as for model
uning and adjustment. These methods are used often to explore
wide solution space, which is coded in the shape of members of
population that evolve (evolutionary computation), or interact
mong them (swarm intelligence), in order to solve the problem
n an efficient way. This computing discipline has interesting ap-
lications inside the hospitality industry, where it has been used
o optimize different areas such as resource allocation (water and
nergy consumption) or booking management.

.3.1. Evolutionary computation
John H. Holland [21] set the bases of genetic algorithms, the

nitial seed of the vast area evolutionary computation is these
ays. Inspired by C. Darwin’s theory of evolution of the species,
olland proposed an abstraction where the species were pos-
ible combinatorial solutions to a very complex problem, and
hrough selection, recombination (crossover) and mutation these
olutions evolve to adapt to the environment, maximizing a pre-

iously defined fitness function.

5

3.3.2. Swarm intelligence
In 1989, Gerardo Beni defined swarm intelligence as ‘‘the col-

lective behavior of decentralized, self-organized systems, natural
or artificial’’. These systems usually consist of a population of
simple agents that interact with the environment and with each
other. Although these agents follow simple rules with no cen-
tralized control schemes, they tend to form an intelligent global
behavior. Examples of this kind of systems are bird flocks, herds,
ant and bee colonies or even bacterial growth.

3.4. Computational intelligence in the hospitality industry: a litera-
ture review

The quantification of techniques used in the hospitality sector
is visually depicted in Fig. 2 showing that, inside CI, ML is the
most used set of methodologies in the hospitality industry. Inside
this area, the most used methodologies appeared to be proba-
bilistic/Bayesian methods and instance/linear methods because
these are classic methodologies that have been present in this
area for a longer time. However, ANNs are also starting to rise
as a frequently used methodology in this research field, specially
Deep Learning which is playing a notable role in Big Data solu-
tions because of its capacity to harvest knowledge from complex
systems [22].

Evolutionary computation is also being used in the area (in
a lesser way, though) to solve different optimization problems
like resource allocation and forecasting, which are just a few
of the main difficulties inside the hospitality panorama. A good
example of this is energy consumption, an area where hospitality
establishments frequently struggle to adapt because of their need
of efficient energy management methods, necessary to guarantee
their performance and sustainability [23].

Lastly, fuzzy and rule-based systems are being used in a lesser
degree in hospitality to forecast various kinds of problems, al-
though they tend to be not as versatile as ML algorithms.

4. State of the art categorization

A new categorization of hospitality and tourism industry liter-
ature has been carried out in this literature review. This proposed
taxonomy is based on the analysis performed in the reviewing
process, which uncovered the need for a categorization of the
applications of CI to the hospitality industry. Fig. 3 shows the
proposed state of the art categorization, which is divided into four
big blocks, with 10 subcategories in total. The four main blocks of
the new categorization are:

• Management and Revenue Estimation, which comprises ev-
erything that has to do with hospitality management, re-
source allocation, market-related affairs and revenue man-
agement;

• Profiling and Recommendation systems, which are com-
posed by everything that has to do with customer/tourist
profiling and analysis and with recommendation systems;

• Tourism Demand Forecasting, which is a huge area by it-
self, and comprises anything that has to do with demand
forecasting, from room allocation to seasonal occupation
patterns; and finally,

• Weather Forecasting and Environmental Risks Assessment,
an area that features research works about weather and
climate predictions and potential environmental hazards, all
applied to the hospitality and tourism industry.

Additionally, Fig. 4 shows the relation between this new cat-
egorization and the state of the art techniques, giving useful
insights about methodologies and how much are they applied in

a certain research area.
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Fig. 2. Reviewed methodologies’ distribution.
Fig. 3. Proposed state of the art categorization.
Fig. 4. Distribution of reviewed literature per area and computational intelligence technique.
Next, a summary of each block is described alongside refer-
nces of the reviewed research works in order to provide a de-
ailed state of the art description in how CI is being applied in the
ospitality and tourism industry. Lastly, the reviewed literature is
lassified according to this taxonomy in Table 1.

.1. Management and revenue estimation

The hotel industry is gradually starting to exploit the benefits
f using ML and data mining methodologies to improve their
ervices, or even to create new ones based on them. In this
ection we will discuss about several services and infrastructures
here they are being applied, namely booking systems, easing the
rocedure of booking into their hotels; product development and
arketing, where ML methods are applied in order to enhance
usiness decisions; resource demand forecasting, where resources
6

like energy must be intelligently allocated; revenue management
and forecasting, where ML methods are used to predict and man-
age different aspects of money income, which is essential in a
world where any unexpected event may result in a cancellation;
tourism company feasibility analysis, which is of dire importance in
order to start competing in a disputed market and, lastly, tourism
market segmentation, accessibility and dependencies, where CI can
be used to identify various parameters in market distribution and
access opportunities.

4.1.1. Booking systems
In these days with such a big global market, it is very im-

portant for hospitality businesses to provide potential customers
with online booking services, as stated in [26, p. 46], where is also
exposed that ‘‘the software used to support customers’ booking
must be also a ‘guide’ in order to route customers preferences
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Table 1
Bibliography review with the considered ML categories, crossed with the hospitality industry main areas.
Paradigm Family Techniques Areas

Management and
revenue estimation

Profiling and
recommendation systems

Tourism demand
forecasting

Weather forecasting
and environmental
risks assessment

Modeling

Supervised
learning

Artificial
neural networks

[24–38] [39–50] [1,32,51–68] [69]

Decision trees [24,29,35,70,71] [72–81] [1,61,82,83] [69]

Probabilis-
tic/Statistical/Bayesian
models

[84] [1,39,45,74,78,78,85–93,
93–95,95–97,97–112]

[33,58,63,113,114]

Ensembles [35,102] [77,115,116] [61,82,117] [69]

Instance-based
models

[5,24,27–29,35,42,102,
118–123,123–129]

[44,74,75,77,85,89,90,95,
96,98,130–147]

[1,33,51,57,61,65,
67,82,83,117,148–
159]

[69,160–162]

Unsupervised
learning

Clustering [5,71,163–165] [44,97,166–170] [117,171]

Association
rules mining

[164] [133,172–175]

Optimization Decision
making

Fuzzy systems [37] [176,177] [117,178]

Evolutionary
computation

Evolutionary
algorithms

[31,121,123,125,126] [124,176,179] [59,117,149,150,
152,154,157,171,
178,180]

[162]
since the early phase in which he/she states his/her own prelim-
inary requirements or chooses services, making on-line booking
to deal with strategic instruments in order to pursue two relevant
aspects of the online market: customer loyalty and customer take
over’’.

Although not focused on booking systems, [165] described a
lustering approach by using k-means to extract business intelli-
ence hidden in web log data by storing it in a database format
o process it by using x-means (a variation of k-means cluster-
ng), revealing a significant difference between client needs and
hus demonstrating that this technique is useful for a precise
escription of the information needs of clients that use a tourism
ompany’s website. A year later, [26] studied the use of ANNs
pplied to on-line booking systems by using a multi-layer per-
eptron as an inference tool in order to approximate a suitable,
ast booking solution for clients who want to book a room inside
hotel. The model they used was trained to automatically solve
oom allocation depending on how many rooms were unoccupied
nd how many clients are booking for a room. In this research
ork is also mentioned that a RBF may have represented a good
lternative to their methodology. Lastly, [35] applied different
L methodologies to forecast flight ticket prices, discovering that
daBoost decision trees yield a satisfactory performance against
east squares regression, logistic regression, ANNs, decision trees,
andom forests and k-nearest neighbors.

In this area, the application of ML methodologies is finding a
imitation in terms of commercial time because the time needed
o train a multi-layer perceptron ANN is noticeably high. The ML
ethodology must be fast enough to propose a suitable booking
olution for the customer in a short time period in order for it to
e effective against a human operator.
There is not much work related to the use ML methodologies

n this area, but it proves to be a very interesting research niche
here ML forecasting could be applied in order to uncover new
ervices that can be offered to the customer in real time, while
he booking process is being done.

.1.2. Product development and marketing
In the hospitality industry, it is not enough to have a good

roduct, you also have to enhance it over time in order to stay
7

ahead of your competitors. In such a hostile environment, high-
return opportunities must be seized in order to take a deter-
minant advantage. According to [71], business managers have
to exploit their organizations’ generated an collected daily data
and transform it into useful information and knowledge in an
automatic, intelligent way. With the rapid development of the
mobile Internet industry, personal intelligent terminals have been
used widely, which makes all kinds of information on the net-
work growing exponentially. [100] exposes that the data mining
technology, which can be used to obtain valuable information,
is constantly developing. This allows to gain information from
the customers in order to improve the services that a hospitality
establishment is currently offering, resulting in better tourist
reviews and renewed services.

One of the first examples where CI was applied is in [71],
where a clustering algorithm was developed using a self-
organizing map in order to discover hidden knowledge inside
Big Data from a hotel duty-free shop, applying this knowledge to
marketing decisions. This was also done by [24] by using different
techniques such as ANNs, decision trees and nearest neighbor ML,
along with other statistic learning methods.

Also, mining and analyzing customer knowledge might lead to
develop new tourism products, as seen in [164], where cluster-
ing analysis was applied to generate association rules along the
apriori algorithm for data mining information in order to extract
useful insights into customer knowledge. In [181], an interesting
twice learning approach is taken to mine tourist preferences
by using C4.5 and decision trees. CI has also been applied to
mine bluetooth tracking data, allowing to obtain tourist attraction
patterns using association rules, as seen in [175]. Lastly, in [100],
an improved version of a ML technique known as latent dirich-
let allocation is used to profile tourism activity, along with the
discovery of new trends.

One of the common problems found in this area is the size
of the stored data and the performance of the data mining algo-
rithms. It is also usual to have unsorted data, small datasets or,
because of data protection laws, not even having any training data
at all. Additionally, as seen in [175], using tracking methodologies
to gain data has certain limits in terms of user collaboration,
meaning that the distribution of logging devices need the col-
laboration of the tracked individuals. Possible new research lines
might include ways to collect data from users in anonymous
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and innocuous ways in order to create useful datasets that could
be used to improve this research area. This could yield more
accurate forecasting models that would lead to a better product
development and more precise marketing strategies, increasing
client satisfaction and revenues.

4.1.3. Resource demand forecasting
Resources like energy and water are of dire importance in the

ospitality industry because of their high strategic value. Being
ble to forecast their demand may result not only in preventing
ater or electricity shortages, but also in an increase of available
esources that are not going to be used, sparing them for a more
uitable occasion. ML is currently being used to forecast various
inds of resource demand, namely electricity, water, gas and
raffic.

[121] mentions the suitability of SVMs to forecast electricity
oad, and uses Support Vector Regression (SVR) combined with
enetic algorithms in order to tune up SVM parameters to in-
rease forecasting accuracy. [123] also applied SVR to forecast
lectric load by optimizing the method with chaotic genetic al-
orithms and adding a seasonal component, creating a cyclic
lectric load forecasting model that yielded better forecasting
esults than ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average)
nd other SVR models. In [118], is mentioned that SVMs are being
idely used in these matters because of the idea of structural
isk minimization. In this same research work, SVR is used to
nalyze various kinds of data inside the tourism economy, such as
lectric and water consumption, by modeling traffic demand and,
dditionally, monthly tourist quantity data. Also, in [126] it is said
hat better energy planning and administration can be provided
y an accurate forecast of monthly electricity consumption, using
hybrid SVR + fruit fly algorithm optimization to forecast elec-
ricity consumption in a seasonal basis. Power grid evolution in
smart system, or Smart Grid, is also exposed in [139], where

he importance of high accuracy is said to be a key factor in
power intelligence program. In this research work, another
ybrid forecasting model is presented by combining SVR with the
uckoo search algorithm and singular spectrum analytics, addi-
ionally combining these two methods with a Seasonal ARIMA
SARIMA). [31] exposed an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Sys-
ems (ANFIS) methodology combined with genetic algorithms
hat proved to successfully forecast energy needs in the short
erm. [125] exposed a swarm intelligence approach in forecasting
ower load by applying this technique on hybrid SARIMA and
VR models optimized by cuckoo search and singular spectrum
nalytics, which yielded impressive forecasting results. In [127],
partial functional linear regression model for power prediction

s used as the main methodology instead of SVR, mainly because
f the adequacy of the energy system’s previous day intra-day
ower output as a functional predictor, combined with climatic
ariables used as covariates. Also, [34] exposes that one of the
ost important components of information and communication

echnologies applied to water management is the recent addition
f water demand forecasting methods. In their research work,
hey prove the adequacy of ANNs and ANFIS to forecast water de-
and. [5] proposed a clustering-based hybrid approach to hourly

orecast electricity demand by using fuzzy C-means alongside
hybrid sensor-based model. Additionally, in [128] a hybrid

VR method is used to forecast non-stationary power demand.
astly, [36] exposes a gas consumption forecasting method based
n ANNs for residential sectors capable of forecast the demand of
his resource with a 7 days time window.

As a conclusion, the widespread use of SVMs to forecast vari-
us kinds of resource demands means its feasibility as a standard
ethod, but there might be more suitable models that have
ot yet been discovered. An interesting approach for resource
8

forecasting might be the use of Data Stream Mining in order to
generate adaptive models that change over time by learning from
the new data they are receiving, creating models that can be valid
for bigger time periods.

4.1.4. Revenue management and forecasting
In an ever-changing hospitality industry, it is not only im-

portant to forecast resources, but also the possible revenues the
industry might generate. ML has been found to be a feasible
revenue forecasting mechanism, allowing this industry to predict
its money income by using various ML methodologies. One of
the most common practices in the hospitality industry is revenue
management, which is used to help establishments decide on
room allocation and rating and as stated in [124], this practice is
difficult but essential for creating high-quality revenue budgets.

In [27], a combined revenue management forecasting method
is exposed. Based on a demand forecasting module consisting
on various ML methods, namely exponential smoothing, pickup
methods, moving average, Holt’s methods, linear regression and
ANNs; combined with an optimization module and a human
decision/expert knowledge module. A hybrid revenue forecasting
method was also exposed in [124], based on a combination of
various ML methods such as Fuzzy Least Squares (FLS), SVR and
genetic algorithms (GA) which creates their effective FLSSVRGA
seasonal revenue forecasting method. Bugarsky et al. [43] used
ANNs combined with RBF and scaled conjugated gradient to cre-
ate a decision support system for classification of hotel guests by
their additional spending in different hotel services. Lastly, Shehhi
and Karathanasopoulos [38] compared various models, namely
univariate SARIMA, ANFIS, Deep Learning restricted Boltzmann
machines and polynomial smooth SVMs to forecast room prices
inside hospitality establishments in the Gulf Cooperation Council
countries, showing that ANFIS-based models yield a superior
performance, closely followed by Deep Learning methods.

Revenue forecasting might be tricky because of its values’
variance, making it difficult to predict incomes generated on a
demand basis. A promising research line might be the use of more
ML methodologies combined with tourism demand forecasting
methods to generate hybrid forecasting systems capable not only
of predicting revenues based on room occupation, but also on
a more precise season-based approach defined by forecasting
tourism demand.

4.1.5. Tourism company feasibility analysis
ML and data mining have improved forecasting in many ways,

but one of the most interesting ones is forecasting the possible
success or bankruptcy of a company. This can be done by studying
already known failure or success cases and comparing them to
an already running company. [129, p. 622] exposes that ‘‘the
development of firm failure prediction models for the tourism in-
dustry benefits managers, customers, investors, and government
officials by reducing loss among hotel-related businesses’’, and
in [28] is also stated that the use of these mechanisms as early
warning systems or in aiding decision makers is useful to predict
bankruptcy.

Different CI methodologies have been used in this field. In [28],
various methodologies for hotel bankruptcy prediction were com-
pared in terms of overall classification, prediction accuracy and
relative error cost ratios by comparing the functional character-
istics of ANNs, logistic, multivariate discriminant analysis and
SVM models. Also, in [129], a SVM approach is taken in order to
correct imbalanced samples on a dataset composed by Chinese
hotel business and tourism companies using a minority-samples
generating approach based on a random percentage distance to
the nearest neighbor, along with a nearest neighbor SVM. [29]
stated on an article that the effort, time and cost of managing
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possible claims can be considerably reduced by proactively fore-
casting disputes in the initial public–private partnership phase,
thus exposing an ensemble of various ML techniques (SVMs,
ANNs and C5.0) used to classify dispute propensity in terms of
overall performance measures, also exposing that SVM is the best
single model technique for this task. Lastly, in [37] ANNs with
ANFIS are used to forecast the success of newly launched services
in tourism.

[37] states that there is little literature about forecasting the
aunch of new services and products, even when the interest
n this subject is greatly increasing, especially when applied to
ourism. This makes this area a nice niche of research where
reat discoveries might be made by applying CI methodologies
ot only to avoid bankruptcy on a tourism company, but also to
mprove their services and their relations with other companies
nd stakeholders.

.1.6. Tourism market segmentation, accessibility and dependencies
Investing in any hospitality service might be risky if market

eeds and segments are not properly identified. In [70] is men-
ioned that in a market where consumer needs are diverse, it is
ecessary to homogenize them in terms of attitudes, behaviors
nd demands to gain competitive advantage. Market accessibility
s also an important factor since there is no use in investing in a
ospitality establishment if its potential market is already full of
ompetitors. There are also cross-dependencies between different
arkets, and tourism is not an exception.
In the recent years, the use of ML techniques in this area

as grown exponentially. In [70] the C5.0 decision tree classifica-
ion algorithm was used to extract useful knowledge to identify
ifferent market segments for optimal customer management.
nother pretty interesting application is found in [42], where is
tated that the evaluation and assessment of an hotel’s location
ite is of dire importance to its business prosperity (specially
n the long-term), by cause of the impossibility to relocate the
stablishment and the extensive sunk costs; so a ML approach
as developed for hotel location evaluation by using different ML
ethods, namely projection pursuit regression, ANNs, SVR and
oosted regression in combination with a web-based GIS applica-
ion. Another location planning classification method is also seen
n [120], where SVMs are used along GIS tools to monitor the land
over change and land use, performing the ecological evaluation
or a determined tourism area. Cross-dependencies between mar-
ets are also an important factor for forecasting refinement, and
n [58] a multi-layer perceptron ANN is used along a Gaussian
rocess regression model to significantly improve the forecasting
ccuracy. Lastly, in [119] the relationship between hotel price and
arket accessibility is investigated by the use of a hedonic pricing

ramework, based on a multi-level dataset containing various
uality-signaling factors, using a three-level mixed-effect linear
egression model.

As was stated in [33], one of the biggest pitfalls on this matter
ight be that there is not enough research about it, being a pretty
nexploited research area where big discoveries can be made. Ap-
lying other ML methodologies than SVMs and ANNs might yield
surprising effect on forecasting market segmentation, where
aussian process regression is used to increase the forecasting
recision of a multi-layer perceptron. Future research on these
ines might prove fruitful for tourism market forecasting matters.

.2. Profiling and recommendation systems

In the hospitality industry, along with other fields, it is of
aramount importance to provide good services, alternatives and
nstallations to the clients in order not only to rise as an hos-
itality establishment, but also to keep that position against
9

others inside this ever-changing industry. ML techniques have
also found a nice niche inside this field because of their variety of
applications and their potential in gaining insights from Big Data.
In this category we are going to expose different applications of
these techniques in various fields, which allows the industry to
extract knowledge from vast amounts of data such as customer
reviews, behavior or even geo-tagged media.

4.2.1. Geo-Tagging and traveling
Geo-Tagging allows to add location data to different file types,

such as photos or social network publications. This information
yields a big potential in knowledge discovery, which can be ob-
tained by using data mining techniques and ML approaches. One
of the most explored areas in this topic is the use of these tech-
niques to discover popular tourist attractions by mining knowl-
edge from all sorts of geo-tagged media. In [170] data clustering
is combined with fast search algorithms and density peaks to
discover popular tourist attractions by using geo-tagged social
media Big Data. Additionally, in [139] a SVM model is used in
combination with a ranking method to rank tourism attractions
by applying ML over a photographic dataset.

We can also find a pretty useful application of CI to tourism
in [84], where a naive Bayesian model is applied over a photo-
graph dataset in order to create a ML model that recommends
suitable advertising photos for destination marketing organiza-
tion. K-Means mining is also used in [163] to gain valuable
destination data, which has a high potential in the marketing
area.

Finding patterns in travelers’ behavior can be also achieved by
means of ML. In [166] a Markov chain-based clustering method is
exposed by applying this ML technique to a photograph dataset,
allowing to mine travel behaviors from tourists by processing
geo-tagged photographs. Additionally, in [108] sequential pattern
mining is applied to gain insights about tourists’ past destinations
and potential future ones. Lastly, a distributed sampling associa-
tion rule Mining method is defined in [172], which is focused in
analyzing the holiday traveler’s destination traveling behavior.

Classifying these sort of data in order to mine knowledge from
it usually requires clustering classification techniques to process
the data in a more effective way. As exposed in [166] insights
about travel behavior have been sought by tourism managers
for a long time, specially for the purposes of product develop-
ment, destination management and attraction marketing. This is
important because spatial clustering is the key to find attractive
attractions from geo-tagged data, as explained by [170].

New research lines might be conducted in terms of creating
more efficient clustering algorithms, new categorization tech-
niques or even applying already known ML algorithms. As seen
in [84] and [139], SVMs and naive Bayes techniques have been
successfully used in order to gain knowledge from geo-tagged
data. Additionally, the use of data stream mining techniques
might increase the valid time of life of the obtained forecasting
models because of its inherent adaptability.

4.2.2. Sentiment analysis and satisfaction degree
One of the biggest areas where ML is applied to tourism

is sentiment analysis. According to [182], ‘‘Sentiment analysis,
also called opinion mining, is the field of study that analyzes
people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes,
and emotions towards entities such as products, services, orga-
nizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes’’.
With these techniques it is possible to evaluate the satisfaction
degree of customers by mining opinions and comments from So-
cial Networks and review sites. This allows hospitality enterprises
to enhance their services according to these reviews.

A plethora of ML techniques have been applied in this area,

but the 34 per cent of the analyzed research works on this topic
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expose the use of SVM algorithms. In [130–132,134,135,138,141,
142] and [147] SVMs are used to extract sentiment data from
reviews, blogs and various platforms, and in [74,77,85,90,95,133,
137,140] and [98] SVMs are used along with N-Gram kernels, var-
ious naive Bayes techniques, ANNs, association rules, maximum
entropy classifiers, C4.5 decision trees and random forests, JRIP
and SVR.

Deep learning methodologies have also been widely used on
his area. Ma et al. [110] applied a pre-trained CNN combined
ith natural language processing and a recurrent neural network

n order to discover how helpful are user-provided images in
otel reviews. Shoukry and Aldeek [50] analyzed the role of
he Internet of Things in the increase of customer satisfaction
nside the hospitality industry by also comparing a CNN with
SVM network-based Deep Learning model and an artificial

eural network, resulting in the CNN having best performance
han the other two modeling counterparts. Ren et al. [49] also
pplied Deep Learning methodologies to grasp a comprehensive
nderstanding of the preconceptions reflected in hotel reviews by
nalyzing images published by clients. Cheng et al. [46] trained a
eep CNN model with AirBnB reviews to predict potential guests’
rust perception over a hospitality establishment. Chang et al. [47]
nalyzed hotel reviews and responses by using visual analytics,
omputational linguistics and Deep Learning to detect proactive
otel responses, using a CNN-based multi-feature fusion system.
astly, Luo et al. [48] applied Deep Learning to model the experi-
nces of Chinese economy hotel clients, using a bidirectional long
hort-term memory model combined with a conditional random
ield model.

Other methodologies used in this area also yield positive re-
ults, as seen with naive Bayes and Bayesian networks in [39,
8,86,87,92,103] and [112]; natural language processing has also
een used to extract insights into sentiment classification, as
howcased in [93,107] and [109]. In [40] and [41] we can see
hat ANNs have been used as well in order to mine and classify
pinions from customers in different environments. Other ML
ethodologies that have also been applied to sentiment analysis
re Latent Dirichlet Allocation [101,104,183] and [111], C4.5 and
lassification and regression trees [76] and [80], locally weighted
inear regression [146], N-Gram classification [136], contrast tar-
eted association rule mining [173], fuzzy logic algorithms [177]
nd [81], gradient boosting [116], multivariate regression [144]
nd natural language processing [106]. A research work per-
ormed by [45] also showcases how clustering can be applied
o Sentiment Analysis by using ANFIS, combined with a dimen-
ionality reduction approach to simplify the algorithm’s offline
raining time. Lastly, an interesting research work by [184] expose
hat is possible to detect fake reviews by applying an ensemble of
arious methods, such as KNN, logistic regression, SVMs, random
orests, gradient boosting and multi-layer perceptron.

Although having a huge quantity of methods to choose from,
VMs usually perform better than any of the other methodolo-
ies when text-mining sentiment from reviews and opinions.
owever, Deep Learning methodologies are slowly starting to be
pplied in this field because of their speed, compared to other
ethods. Given the huge size of the datasets that are used in

hese areas, there is still some niche for optimization in this
egard, along the application of new ensemble methods and
echniques.

.2.3. Tourist behavior analysis
Predicting customer behavior is a pretty interesting topic in

erms of business. Although it seems that in the hospitality in-
ustry this is somehow not a trend, tourist behavior forecasting is
tarting to grow as a research area. Applying effective forecasting
echniques, it is possible to predict where and what a customer
10
is going to do, potentially increasing savings in many of the areas
that a hospitality establishment covers.

In 2002, [72] stated that with the increasing competition in
the hospitality industry, it is of paramount importance for an
hotel’s survival to procure services for the changing life styles
and preferences of the customers, thus proposing the use of C5.0
decision trees to predict customer loyalty and customers’ most
valuable services, along with segmenting customer population
and defining which segment is best suited for the hotel’s services.
Also, in [73], C4.5 decision trees are used alongside χ2 statistical
method to find factors that influence tourists’ consumption and
comprehensive evaluation. SVMs have also been used in this
research field, as seen in [148], where is stated that the complex-
ity, nonlinearity and noise of the raw tourism data may create
challenges for existing CI techniques, thus proposing a SVM-based
classification with two nonlinear feature projection techniques
(ISOMAP and probabilistic mapping technique) for tourism data
analysis. In 2017, clustering techniques are used by [167] in geo-
tagged Flickr photos uploaded by customers in order to analyze
and predict tourist behavioral patterns at specific destinations.
In [115] a non-linear regression method which comprises least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator and random forests
is used in order to determine the total expenditure distribution
of cruise tourists in Uruguay. Lastly, [102] created an indoor
mapping system by developing a ML radiosity-based model using
an ensemble of Bayesian Networks, KNN, multi-layer percep-
tron, random forests, SVMs and sequential minimal optimization,
which was applied to WiFi fingerprinting to reduce the amount
of time needed to create a WiFi radio map compared with the
previous traditional, manual model.

Tourist behavior analysis is starting to grow as an important
research area, but the complexity of the data used to train models,
along their possible noise in terms of information, generates a
possible research sub-area where data pretreatment is mandatory
to get clean datasets that can be used to successfully train ML
forecasting models. There is also the need of experimenting with
other ML techniques different to decision trees or SVMs, like Deep
Learning.

4.2.4. Tourism recommender systems
[176, p. 1] mentions that ‘‘applications that deliver multime-

dia content to and display such content on mobile devices have
become increasingly common in recent years’’. While planning
a tourism trip, it is pretty common to accept suggestions from
your trip planner to enhance your visit to already known touristic
places, or even to discover new ones that may be added to
your travel itinerary. These factors make tourism recommender
systems a growing research area where CI techniques are being
applied to find topics that may be of interest for the trip-planner
tourist.

In this area, the most used ML methodologies are Bayesian
methods and SVMs. In [88] Bayesian networks are used along an
Engel–Blackwell–Miniard model and Google Maps for a tourist
attractions intelligent recommendation system. It is also stated
in [75] that a recommender system that gathers information from
the web might end up having duplicate data on its database, so
they designed a SVM approach combined with decision trees to
solve this problem. In [89] is stated that the majority of the exist-
ing tourism recommender systems use content and knowledge-
based approaches, which suffer from the ‘cold start’ problem and
need enough historical rating and extra knowledge data, thus
exposing a recommendation system that categorizes the tourists
using their demographic information and then makes recom-
mendations based on demographic classes by using naive Bayes,
Bayesian networks and SVMs. Additionally, in [91] is exposed that
tourism services are highly context-sensitive, this being one of
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the reasons to develop a tourism attraction recommender system
based on context. Authors in [94] also developed a context-
aware recommender system based on an improved naive Bayes
algorithm. In [143] is exposed that geo-tagged photos on social
media reveal the trajectories of tourists and their preferences
on landmarks and routings, which allows for the creation of a
Road-based travel recommendation system that uses SVMs and
binary logistic regression as classifiers, along other filtering meth-
ods. In [96] naive Bayes, SVMs and gradient boosting are used
as methodologies for developing a feasible classifier for a hotel
recommendation system. Authors in [99] developed a support
system to recognize tourism places on the web pages based
on naive Bayes. SVR is also used in [44], combined with ANFIS
to enhance the predictive accuracy of a recommender system
along various techniques for clustering. Lastly, in [145] a SVM
classification technique was applied to model a grading scheme
for peer-to-peer accommodation in order to avoid problems like
information asymmetry and overload.

Other ML methodologies applied to tourism recommender
ystems include genetic algorithms [176] and [179], fuzzy logic
nd association rule mining [174], data clustering [168,169], la-
ent dirichlet allocation + natural language processing [97] and
ecision trees + KNN [79].
With the increasing use of recommendation systems for dif-

erent hospitality services, one of the most interesting sub-areas
here research might be useful is in optimizing different pa-
ameters, such as dataset sizes and algorithm execution speeds,
iven that recommendation systems are usually executed in real-
ime. Additionally, creating adaptive algorithms that can recom-
end different things based on current trends might also be an

nteresting research topic.

.3. Tourism demand forecasting

Along with customer sentiment analysis and satisfaction de-
ree, demand forecasting is one of the biggest research areas in
ospitality forecasting. Being able to predict howmany customers
hospitality establishment or service is going to get at a certain
ime is undoubtedly useful to prepare services for a certain load
r to coordinate to prevent overbooking or service overloading.
ith the rise of ML methodologies, forecasting these parame-

ers is somehow easier than before, although it depends on the
ethodologies used for this purpose.
The use of ANNs is kind of standard, comprising almost a

4% of the used techniques, followed by SVMs which are usu-
lly combined with ANNs to improve the forecasting models. In
005, [51] researched about the feasibility of SVMs combined
ith Back-Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN) to successfully

orecast tourism demand. A few years later, [157] applied a novel
pproach in this field by combining SVR with genetic algorithms
n order to find and apply optimal parameters to construct the
VR model. Additionally, [149] also applied the latter technique
emonstrating that a combination of genetic algorithms and SVR,
amely GA-SVR, is a feasible technique for tourism demand fore-
asting. Authors in [25] applied ANFIS to demonstrate its feasibil-
ty over other three models, namely fuzzy time series, Gray fore-
asting model and Markov residual modified model, in forecasting
ourist arrivals. In [52], an empirical mode decomposition model
ombined with BPNNs was used to forecast tourism demand in
more precise way by decomposing raw data and by summing

he predictions of both models. In 2013, authors in [30] proposed
hybrid forecasting model for customer cancellations, based

n the combination of BPNNs and generalized regression neural
etworks. In 2014 [53] proposed an ANN forecasting model com-
ined with time series, thus being able to predict tourism demand
n a seasonal basis. [32] states that BPNNs suffer from significant
11
drawbacks, so an ensemble of BPNN combined with Bagging
was used to overcome these inherent drawbacks. In 2015, [83]
compared various ML techniques, namely Seasonal ARIMA, v-
SVR and a multi-layer perceptron ANN, to find the most suitable
one for tourism demand forecasting, being the second one the
best for these kind of predictions. Additionally, [54] used multi-
layer perceptron and SVR models to deterministically generate
auxiliary variables that outline different time series components
and enhance forecasting performance. With this ANN trend in
demand forecasting research, [55] compared three different ANN
techniques: multi-layer perceptron, RBF and Elman networks, in
order to compare their performance, finding that the two first
techniques outperform the latter one, and also demonstrating
that dimensionality is very important for long-term predictions.
In the research work exposed by [56] the researchers used an
extreme learning machine to calculate different variables that
improve the final forecasting model, even outperforming SVRs. In
2016, [33] exposed the importance of forecast horizon on model
selection by comparing performances of SVR with a RBF kernel to
ANNs using a linear model as a benchmark. [59] also compared
the performance of BPNNs against other ANN techniques, such as
KNN and multiple linear regression by using genetic algorithms to
optimize BPNN parameters, thus demonstrating that BPNNs have
smaller prediction errors in terms of root mean square error. [60]
also studied the feasibility of BPNNs to forecast tourism demand
by using MATLAB. [57] studied the suitability of SVR, Gaussian
process regression and ANNs regional predictions combined to
generate more accurate forecasting models, which was specially
true when the forecast horizons increase. In 2017, [61] exam-
ined various methodologies, namely ANNs, locally deep SVMs,
decision jungles, decision trees and boosted decision trees, to
accurately forecast hotel booking cancellations. [62] compared
the performance of Deep Learning, SVMs and ANNs for tourist
number forecasting, finding that Deep Learning outperforms the
other two methods in accuracy. [63] also compared the feasibil-
ity of Gaussian process regression against ANNs in a multiple-
input multiple-output setting, finding that as the models’ mem-
ory increases the forecasting performance of Gaussian process
regression, though ANNs using RBF outperform Gaussian process
regression for long-term forecasting. In [64], BPNNs are once
again compared against linear regression methods, proving their
feasibility as a tourism demand forecasting method and a deci-
sion making tool. Additionally, [65] proposed a possible tourism
demand forecasting method by means of a combined cross-view
model based on BPNN and SVR algorithms. [67] also used ANNs
to forecast tourist arrivals by comparing them to SVMs, the latter
being outperformed by the first method in terms of root mean
absolute error. In [105], a Gray-Markov model is used to predict
foreign tourist income by incorporating neural networks in their
forecasting model. [68] proposed a kernel-based extreme learning
machine to forecast tourist arrivals, being a successful model
because its better precision compared to other methods. In [66]
BPNNs are used to predict tourist arrivals in Bali. Lastly, in 2018
Kamel et al. [1] investigated the performance of seven different
ML methods (multi-layer perceptron, RBF, generalized regression
neural networks, KNN, classification and regression trees, SVR and
Gaussian process regression), showing that there are differences
between these methods, but also that there is no best method
in the obtained results, which were analyzed by mean absolute
percentage error.

SVMs and SVRs have also been used in tourism demand fore-
casting, although it seems that these methods’ forecasting ac-
curacy is often outperformed by ANNs. However, there have
been many studies about this topic. In [122] a SVMs are used
with kernel logistic regression to successfully forecast cancel-
lation rates, allowing to manage revenue in a more accurate
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way. [117] presented a useful tourism demand forecasting hybrid
model by combining fuzzy C-Means with logarithm least-squares
SVR (called LLS-SVR), additionally using genetic algorithms in
order to optimally select the parameters of their hybrid model.
Additionally, [152] demonstrated that their adaptive genetic al-
gorithms combined with seasonal SVR, outperform normal SVR
and BPNNs in tourist flow forecasting. In 2016, [153] used SVMs
alongside kernel logistic regression to prove that is possible to
generate models to predict booking cancellations with high ac-
curacy. In [82] various regression methods, including SVR, were
analyzed to discover that SVR outperforms multiple linear re-
gression and multi-layer perceptron regression models in tourism
demand forecasting. In [154] SVR is also hybridized with a sea-
sonal component and optimized by the fruit fly optimization
algorithm, yielding positive results that position this model as a
feasible tourism forecast solution. [161] extracted fuzzy Takagi–
Sugeno rules from trained SVMs to increase the tourism demand
forecasting accuracy, and also providing understandable informa-
tion for decision makers. [158] combined wavelet analysis with
SVMs, creating a ‘‘WSVM’’ model that outperforms a normal SVM-
based model. In 2017, [159] proposed a modified least square
SVM to forecast passenger flow in holidays for the metro sys-
tem, using an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm
is used to optimize the parameters. [155] exposed a seasonal
variation SVR method to forecast tourist flows, discovering that
SVR is more precise than multivariate linear regression methods.
Lastly, [156] developed a hybrid SVR algorithm, combined with
the bat algorithm in order to forecast tourist volume by optimiz-
ing SVR parameters with it, creating a BA-SVR method that can
outperform the normal SVR method.

Other ML methods have also been applied in this area, but in a
inor extend. As seen before, genetic algorithms have also been
sed to optimize different parameters inside other ML methods,
ielding more precise results than their not optimized counter-
arts. [180] and [178] combined genetic algorithms with fuzzy
ogic techniques. [150] also applied chaotic genetic algorithms to
orecast tourism demand and overcome classic problems caused
y this method. [171] combined clustering with fuzzy logic tech-
iques along genetic algorithms using symbiotic evolution for
itness assignment. In [113] Gaussian process regression applied
o tourism demand is compared against autoregressive moving
verage and SVM models by adding a sparsity component which
educes the computational complexity and increases its general-
zation ability. [114] applied ANOVA and stepwise regression in
hinese gaming destinations, generating a model that was useful
n finding determinants of hotel occupancy rate. Lastly, as seen
n [151], decision trees and their ensembles have also been tested
n this forecasting field, the latter ones outperforming their single
ounterparts in terms of forecasting accuracy.
There is not much room in this area for new research opportu-

ities, but new model ensembles and new hybrid models might
e waiting to be discovered. Hybrid techniques have also been
roven to be useful in tourism demand forecasting, sometimes
utperforming ANNs and SVMs. Additionally, tourism demand is
n ever-changing field where tourist flow usually changes over
ime, so the use of data stream mining techniques might be useful
ot only in terms of data storage and processing optimization, but
lso in models that can adapt over time.

.4. Weather forecasting and environmental risks assessment

Weather prediction, although not directly related with tourism,
s one of the most recurrent topics in ML. In fact, possibly because
f its indirect relation with tourism, there are not many studies
bout its possible touristic applications. Being able to forecast
eather and certain environmental risks is of paramount im-
ortance for customers, and might be a potential game changer
12
against competitors. [160] exposes a method that can successfully
detect harmful algal blooms in the coast by using a kernel-based
SVM, which is important because, as stated in that research
work, forewarnings are provided by these systems for industries
like sea food industry, tourism activities and local resource and
environmental managers. Another useful approach was taken
by [162], in which forest fire disaster areas are forecast by using
a SVM with optimized parameters using genetic algorithms. As
seen in previous articles, the ‘‘genetic algorithm-SVM’’ approach
turns out to be more effective than the classic SVM algorithm.

[69] exposed an ensemble of ML techniques, namely multiple
linear regression, classification and regression trees and ANNs for
predicting skier days across six ski seasons by using local, regional
and national data to create the model.

Additionally, in their research work [185] online learning is
applied to forecast maximum wind conditions in the Canary
Islands region by using real-time data provided by different
weather stations that are distributed in these islands. Climate
in Canary islands tend to be clement and stable but extreme
weather conditions do occur, influencing tourism and the hos-
pitality industry, thus making this research work useful for the
established canary hospitality industry.

These are only a few applications on ML over weather and
environmental forecasting, meaning that there is still much room
for research in this area by using new ML techniques or applying
already known models over the hospitality area.

5. How is computational intelligence currently applied to the
hospitality industry?

In order to gauge how CI methods are improving the hospi-
tality industry, it is mandatory to intersect them with the area
where they are applied. In Table 1, a detailed literature break-
down is provided in what refers to the kind of CI methodologies
that are applied to the previously identified hospitality industry
areas.

Although there could be equally valid methodologies for car-
rying out a work of this nature, this methodology has been used
because a thorough sweep of the research area is arguably the
most appropriate strategy for retaining and not leaving aside
any valuable research contribution. With such huge amounts of
publications in the hospitality industry topic, it could be fairly
easy to oversee research works that offer valuable insights, thus
creating the need for a survey that deeply analyzes the vast
majority of the works present in the field.

To realize this study, a deep search to find all research works
related to hospitality industry and CI was performed. Combining
keywords such as ‘‘Hospitality Industry’’, ‘‘Data Stream Mining’’,
‘‘Tourism’’, ‘‘Online Learning’’, ‘‘Computational Intelligence’’ or
‘‘Deep Learning’’, along with a filter by topic (title, abstract and/or
keywords) search heuristic and a date range from 1998 to 2020,
yielded a manifold of results from the Web of Science’s Core Col-
lection. Following these findings, a thorough examination of all
such retrieved works permitted to discover which contributions
fell within the scope of this work.

This process yielded more than a hundred and sixty papers
which directly relate to certain CI methods with an application in
one or more of the main four identified areas. To visually depict
these results in an understandable and informative manner, a
table containing all the analyzed references was created for the
reference and guidance of researchers and newcomers arriving at
the crossroads between CI and hospitality industry. On one hand,
it allows the CI community to know which methods have been
mostly used in each area of the hospitality industry, detecting
niches of opportunity around a certain CI method that remains
uncharted for every area. For the research community investi-
gating on the hospitality industry, this table helps discriminating
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which CI methodologies to apply for every subtopic, or even
qualitatively measure to what extent CI has been applied to their
specific area of interest.

For all this, the main objective of this table is to show the
nion between both disciplines, as well as to uncover the possible
aps and future research opportunities that are explained and
iscussed in the following section.
Additionally, in Table 2 a comprehensive mix of the identified

ospitality areas and subareas, typical cases of use, commonly
sed CI methodologies, unresolved problems and future research
ines is presented. This table is meant to offer a comparative
nalysis of both CI methods and hospitality industry related mat-
ers, depicting how CI methodologies are being applied in the
ospitality industry research areas identified in this survey.
This table has been done by thoroughly analyzing each sur-

eyed research work and identifying key information contained
n it. The first thing to categorize was on which hospitality
ndustry topic it was located, and the problem that was addressed
y a certain CI-based solution. Secondly, an overview sweep was
one to correctly identify the most common CI methods used
n each area, alongside the unresolved problems or difficulties
hat the aforementioned area presents in terms of research or
xecution. Lastly, possible future research avenues are mentioned
o help both CI experts or hospitality industry stakeholders direct
uture studies or applications for CI methods or hospitality use
ases.

. Challenges

The adoption of CI techniques and methods has already be
ruitful within the hospitality sector, as evinced in previous sec-
ions. However, new developments and paradigms of CI can pro-
ide further improvements in this industry, opening new chal-
enges that should be addressed in forthcoming research. Some
f the main challenges related to such technology advancements
re summarized below:

.1. Actionable intelligence

Actionability of a system refers to the ability of its results
o be put to action in the particular context for which they are
ntended. In CI research there is a tension between providing
utstanding performance results and implementing applicable
odels and methods. Techniques such those under the umbrella
f explainable Artificial Intelligence (xAI) [186,187] can help the
ield stakeholders put to practice the outcomes of these CI-based
ystems, especially those whose inner structure and learning
rocedure are far from transparent to non-expert audience.
A possible solution for this kind of challenge could be to

reate forecasting tools which provide outputs that explain the
elevance of their inputs for the elicited output, increasing the
rustworthiness on the model by the decision maker and eventu-
lly, the actionability of its output. Besides, considering Transfer
earning [188] techniques could be useful to extend develop-
ents to different domains and environments.

.2. Multi-source data fusion

The variety of data sources in hospitality industry can give
lace to the implementation of Data Fusion models that could
btain enriched information and insights on the available data.
or instance, characterizing tourists or guests can be achieved
y contemplating many sources of information. Using knowl-
dge management to manage all the data sources present in an
ospitality establishment might be a good solution.
13
[189] defined knowledge management as the coordination
and use of the organization’s knowledge resources to create a
competitive advantage. Traditionally, the competitiveness of a
business relied on capital, land, labor and many other tangible
resources but, in recent times, it has been proven that knowledge
management has become an important source of competitive
advantage [190]. In fact, [191] uncovered that knowledge man-
agement can be one of the most important assets for hospitality
establishments and organizations because of its ability to help
these organizations create and sustain competitive advantages by
using different IT tools such as competency databases, decision
support systems or data warehousing. Using these kind of tech-
niques could allow hospitality establishments to enhance their
services by combining different databases and using knowledge
management to uncover important insights about their clients,
which will yield competitive advantages over their competitors.

Besides using specialized software to overcome the difficul-
ties found in merging data with different structures, a potential
approach to solve this challenge could be to generate a data
standard for hospitality industry databases, generalizing database
structures that are easy to combine, facilitating the data merging
process between databases from different services, and increasing
the potential of applications relying on CI methods.

6.3. Dynamic and online learning

The growth in computational power as well as the devel-
opment of more efficient methods have pushed CI towards a
more online processing paradigm. Online learning and dynamic
optimization schemes, as well as the introduction of concepts
such as change detection and adaptation, could introduce new
perspectives to the application of CI in the hospitality indus-
try. In their research work, [192] classifies different ensemble
algorithms for different data stream mining tasks into a useful
taxonomy, additionally presenting found research problems and
future research lines, making this work of paramount importance
for future online learning developments.

Trends in the hospitality industry change, thus making ML
models less accurate over time. This can provoke several losses
in terms of revenue by various factors, such as erroneous tourism
demand predictions or wrong resource demand forecasts. On-
line learning provides a solution to these problems. In this ML
paradigm data is treated as data streams, making it potentially
infinite. As stated by [193], ‘‘Data continuously arrives in real
time, and may be changing over time. In this setting, predictive
models need to operate fast, fit into limited memory, and adapt
online; otherwise their accuracy will degrade over time’’. This is
opposed to the classic batch learning paradigm, where a predictor
is generated only when the entire dataset has been analyzed.

With online learning, it is possible to analyze data incre-
mentally as they arrive, without any need for retaining them
in memory. When combined with techniques for detecting and
adapting to concept drift, online learning models for prediction
tasks result to be not only efficient, but also resilient to the
wear of time. Several approaches have hitherto gravitated on
this paradigm. For instance, L. Lobo et al. [194] demonstrated
that spiking neural networks [195] are notably effective in real-
time stream mining, unleashing a promising research area inside
online learning around spiking neural networks thanks to the
low computational cost and high representational power of these
models.

Using this methodology in the hospitality industry might yield
competitive advantages for its establishments, because of its abil-
ity to update continuously its captured knowledge and adapt to
the natural data changes resulting from the non-stationary nature
of hospitality processes. When applied to resource or tourism
demand, decision making could be enhanced by more accurate
model predictions, potentially increasing incomes and improving

the establishment’s adaptability to different kinds of events.
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Table 2
Found hospitality research areas, crossed with typical use cases, frequently used CI methods, known limitations/problems and possible future research lines.
Hospitality topic Typical Commonly used CI-based

solutions
Unsolved Future research lines

Booking systems – Manage booking inside an
establishment.
– Enhance booking systems.
– Increase booking system
speed.

Clustering
Decision trees
Artificial neural networks

– Long model training time.
– Slow vs. a human agent.

– Fast + reactive CI methods
to generate faster systems.
– Use of Online Learning to
enhance adaptiveness and
system speed.

Product development
and marketing

– Development of new products.
– Enhance marketing decisions.
– Obtain customer knowledge.

Clustering
Decision trees

– Size of the stored data.
– Small data availability.
– Anonymity of data.

– Anonymous + innocuous
data collection.
– Tracking methods to collect
anonymous tourist data.
– Online Learning could reduce
the size of stored data.

Resource demand
forecasting

– Electricity load forecasting.
– Water consumption prediction.
– Gas consumption forecasting.

Artificial neural networks
Instance/Linear based
methods

– System adaptability. – Use of Online Learning to
create long-term adaptable
systems.

Revenue management
and forecasting

– Guest expenditure.
– Income prediction.
– Price forecasting.

Artificial neural networks
Ensembles

– Value variance.
– Difficulty to predict income
on a demand basis.

– Hybrid forecasting systems
(revenue + tourism demand).
– Seasonal prediction systems.

Tourism company
feasibility analysis

– Bankruptcy prediction.
– Claim and dispute
management.
– Forecast the success of
newly launched services.

Artificial neural networks
Instance/Linear based
methods
Ensembles

– Unexplored research niche. – Experiment with different CI
methods to increase available
knowledge.

Tourism market
segmentation,
accessibility and
dependencies

– Identify market segments.
– Location assessment for
new hotels.
– Identify relations between
hotel price and market
accessibility.

Instance/Linear based
methods

– Unexplored research niche. – Experiment with different CI
methods to increase available
knowledge.

Geo-tagging and
traveling

– Discover popular tourism
attractions or establisments.
– Establishment ranking.
– Find patterns in traveler
behavior.

Clustering – Static predictive models.
– Not enough CI methods
have been applied to
explore the matter.

– Explore more efficient
clustering algorithms.
– Apply different CI methods
to assess their effectivity.
– Use of Online Learning to
increase a model’s time of life.

Tourist behavior
analysis

– Client loyalty prediction.
– Find factors that could
influence the client.
– Analyze client expenditure
distribution.

Decision trees
ensembles

– Data complexity.
– Data is usually ‘‘noisy’’.

– Find suitable data
pretreatment methods to clean
noisy data.
– Apply Deep Learning
methods to overcome
excessive data complexity.
– Apply Online Learning
methods to create long-term,
adaptive models.

Tourism recommender
systems

– Recommend different
attractions or establishments.
– Create personalized
recommendations.
– Create touristic routes based
on clients’ preferences.

Probabilistic methods – Big dataset sizes.
– Slow speed algorithm
execution.

– Parameter optimization.
– Online Learning methods
could help to decrease data
size and to create adaptive
models.

Sentiment analysis and
satisfaction degree

– Extract sentiment data from
reviews, blogs, social networks
etc.
– Analysis of images published by
clients in different platforms.
– Detection of fake reviews and
comments.

Instance/Linear based
methods
Ensembles

– Huge dataset size.
– Long model training time.

– Optimization of known
methods.
– Speed up model generation
by using Deep Learning
techniques.
– Online Learning methods
could reduce dataset size.

Tourism demand
forecasting

– Prepare services for a
certain load.
– Prevent service overload.
– Forecast tourist arrivals.
– Predict booking cancellations.

Artificial neural networks – Intensely researched area.
– Trends in data usually
change.

– Exploration of hybrid
methods and ensembles.
– Use of Online Learning to
create versatile algorithms.

Weather forecasting and
environmental risks
assessment

– Predict extreme or certain
weather conditions.
– Event planification.

Instance/Linear based
methods

– Predictive models usually
get outdated quickly.
– Not enough CI methods
have been applied to explore
the matter.

– More experimentation with
different CI methods is needed.
14
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6.4. Encrypted data models

One of the world’s biggest concerns about Big Data is that,
espite the data being anonymized, it is possible to recover bits
f information that allow identification of individuals by different
eans. Until now, classic data encryption has been found not

o be suitable for knowledge mining because of its very nature:
o work with something that has been encrypted, it must first
e decrypted. However, new privacy-preserving paradigms in the
rtificial Intelligence realm such as Homomorphic Encryption or
ederated Learning can be useful in resolving this problem, al-
owing stakeholders from the hospitality industry safely work and
xchange customer data without any privacy-related concerns.
Homomorphic Encryption was firstly theorized by [196], and

t is based on the use of determined mathematical properties
resent in certain encryption schemes. These properties allow
o perform operations over encrypted data without decryption,
resenting results that are still encrypted but can be further
rocessed or decrypted. Later on, [197] proposed the first work-
ng homomorphic encryption system, which evaluates different
ow-degree polynomials over previously encrypted information
y using an evaluation function. Actual developments in ho-
omorphic encryption are presented by authors such as [198]

Fan–Vercauteren cryptography scheme) and [199] (Brakerski–
entry–Vaikuntanathan cryptography scheme), and are based on
ded Regev’s Ring Learning With Errors problem [200]. Particu-
arly for the hospitality industry, the use of homomorphic encryp-
ion can be massively adopted when characterizing the customer
s a whole, building CI models without compromising protected
eatures that the customer him/herself could regard as confiden-
ial (e.g. incomes, sexual orientation, gender and other aspects
like).
However, if the focus is placed on the exchange of hospi-

ality related information among stakeholders, reluctance arises
ue to the strong competitiveness existing in the sector. The
ombination of the information generated by the customer at
ifferent locations/over different time frames could provide enor-
ous modeling benefits in terms of the accuracy under which
odels fed with such combined data could perform. However, in
ractice most companies are not open to sharing the information
enerated by the customer at their premises.
The recent advent of Federated Learning can change the game

n this matter by establishing the technical grounds to share
odel-related privacy-preserving information (e.g. gradients of
eural networks) rather than raw data among distributed mod-
ls [201]. Contributions from all such models are centralized
nd processed, yielding an aggregated representation that can
e delivered back to the models and combined with the locally
earned knowledge for an improved performance. This paradigm
s reaching maturity in the last couple of years, showing a great
otential to ignite the adoption of CI models in privacy-sensitive
pplication domains such as health and industry [202]. Without
doubt, Federated Learning will also take a major role in future
eployments of CI over the hospitality industry.

.5. Data biasing anticipation

When the phenomenon to be modeled is not stationary in
erms of its statistical behavior, the pattern to be learned by a CI
odel may undergo changes that eventually make the model ob-
olete. This situation is widely referred to as Concept Drift [203],
.e. a change in the process generating the data distribution to
e learned that is not explicitly reflected in the input data them-
elves. This issue is particularly frequent in processes generating
ast data streams (e.g. electronic purchases), and often leads to
significant deterioration of the performance of the predictive
15
models learned over time. That chance in the statistical charac-
teristics of the phenomenon can be assimilated as a progressive
data bias. The reasons for that concept drift may be diverse.
Sometimes it can be because of human behavior in a decision
making context. For example, the Braess paradox [204] in dy-
namic travel assignment explains how leaving the route choice
exclusively to drivers may end up in a Nash equilibrium state,
which may not be system (globally) optimal. In other words,
leaving the route choice to drivers alone with their local (selfish)
optimization criteria may end up in a worsening on the total
performance of a particular traffic network. This paradox has
no analytical solution. The development of any predictive model
and dynamic route assignment trained for a particular demand
distribution will naturally result in a bias in the behavior of
that demand distribution and the consequent deterioration on
the performance of such setup. The only practical strategy is to
rely on a methodology that can cope with concept drifting in
the statistical distribution of the network demand. Specifically,
a dynamic methodology is needed to detect that demand bias
when it happens, thereby triggering an adaptation strategy. In
other words, the model learning and dynamic route assignment
methodologies must be incremental and adaptive to cope with
such concept drift in the demand signal of the traffic network.

A similar situation holds in the hospitality industry: when
information produced by the customer changes his/her behavior,
a human-induced data bias may appear as a result of the decisions
taken therefrom. A clear example are recommendation systems,
which may rely on assorted CI techniques, such as predictive
modeling and ranking methods. For instance, a customer of a ho-
tel can make decisions on the basis of recommended items, which
are often fed back to the recommendation for its update. When a
contextual change in their habits is not reflected in the data pro-
vided to the engine (e.g. a change of marital status), decisions may
change radically, making the recommendation engine outdated
and ultimately, recommendations useless until the model learns
to grasp the new context of the user. Depending on the speed and
severity of the change, there may exist a significant delay until
the recommendation model provides meaningful outputs for the
new concept.

Concept drift detection, characterization and adaptation tech-
niques aim precisely at shortening the time required by the
model to reflect the new data distribution. The prevalence of
concept drift and data bias in the touristic domain, where human
decisions are subject to a wide variety of contextual factors that
are not explicitly accounted for in the collected data, makes it of
utmost necessity to further study how CI models can learn from
and efficiently adapt to non-stationary scenarios.

7. Directions for future research works

The increase in computational power and the development
of new methodologies to obtain knowledge from all kinds of
data sources, which range from small sensors to Big Data, have
created new ways of analyzing huge amounts of data in less time.
However, that there is still ample room for new CI applications in
the hospitality industry. The use of Deep Learning methodologies
provides useful insights in various forecasting fields inside hospi-
tality, but it is necessary to create new, actionable methods that
reduce the opacity of the layers inside a Deep Learning system,
easing their application and understandability. This opens up a
new research field where a model’s performance will be impor-
tant, but also its transparency will be prime in order to offer what
could be called a solid model. New or updated methodologies
which can render a good performance while being applicable
to other fields should be researched to enrich the technological
landscape of the hospitality industry.
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Additionally, the computational power available for analyzing
ata increases in an exponential manner. The data increase in
olume, speed and heterogeneity also requires enormous com-
utational resources to gain insights from them, hindering their
nalysis via CI-based models. Moreover, the hospitality industry
s in need for models that not only work in real-time, but also
ork in variable conditions and scenarios. This lays a fertile soil

or new research works based on adaptive, real-time CI models
here a reliable model works in real time, and also adapts to
ew trends in the data, allowing the hospitality establishments
o forecast different variables such as seasonal booking spikes,
ossible resource outcomes or revenue estimations. There already
re various methodological approaches for this purpose, such
s the aforementioned family of online learning models, which
rovide these kind of results. However, since it is an continu-
usly evolving field, the latest emerging research works should
e progressively imported for applications in the hospitality in-
ustry known to be subject to high levels of variability and
on-stationary exogenous factors affecting their data flows.
Nevertheless, beyond adaptability and actionability, data pri-

acy also stands as a key component when developing a good
odel. Hospitality industry’s generated data is a treasure trove in

erms of data value, but also a treacherous water to sail in because
here are huge amounts of data that hold personal protected
nformation about the clients that use hospitality establishments.
e currently live in a world where data leaks often occur, and
here the leaked information can be accessed with little to no
ifficulty. As stated in one of the previous sections of this re-
earch work, homomorphic encryption applied to the data used to
rain different models could keep the model’s performance while
lso keeping data private, thus creating the need of encrypted
ata models where CI could be applied. Additionally, the use of
ederated learning methodologies could also enable interesting
ollaborative scenarios between various stakeholders, thus pro-
ucing more precise models without compromising the privacy
f data collected by each party.
Lastly, there is no short answer to the question how to over-

ome the data bias problem. Further research is needed to un-
erstand how CI models can reliably detect and efficiently adapt
o concept drifts present in data. The truth is that, unless such
apabilities are ensured in CI models, undesirable effects would
ppear when making decisions from the output of these models,
uch as revenue losses or badly allocated resources. Research
fforts in this direction could entail new adaptive CI methods and
ast-learning models where adaptive capabilities become the key
or their deployability in real-world hospitality scenarios.

In short, new research venues inside CI applied to the hos-
itality industry should include efforts towards new methods
hat allow different hospitality-related data sources to be fused
ogether in a privacy-aware fashion, so that confidentiality is
reserved and data sharing is encouraged among stakeholders.
t is also of dire importance to investigate models that resiliently
dapt to changes in data distribution, featuring effective mecha-
isms to circumvent the data bias problem often present in use
ases of this industry.

. Conclusions and outlook

This research work explores the applications of CI in all the
ub-fields of hospitality and tourism industry, exposing the most
requently used techniques and methodologies and additionally
inding potential unexploited research niches. Based on this ex-
loration, a new categorization of the State of the Art has been
roposed, comprising more than 160 research works regard-
ng CI applied to hospitality. Our literature study has revealed
hat probabilistic/Bayesian Methods are mostly used along with
16
instance/linear methods, with ANNs fast growing in usage in
the recent years, all of them being used mostly for classifica-
tion and forecasting. Decision trees and clustering methodologies
are also of common use in this area. The use of ensembles is
also starting to grow, specially when it comes to tune parame-
ters for data pre-processing by using evolutionary computation
algorithms. Evolutionary computation is also used to optimize
parameters along various methodologies, and is commonly used
in forecasting various parameters in the hospitality industry.

With the increasing computational power and the recent ad-
vancements on ML, hospitality and tourism forecasting seems to
become a hot topic in the years to come. However, there is a
lot of research that has been done regarding safe methodologies,
instead of researching new CI methods and applications that
could not only improve the results of the current methodologies,
but even surpass them in terms of performance or usability in the
long run. The use of ensemble learners already prove this, as they
usually yield better results than the original, separated methods,
by balancing each learner intrinsic bias and variance. Another
promising research line might be the use of data stream mining
to improve performance on big datasets in real-time operation,
additionally allowing the resulting model to adapt over time and
overcome concept drift. Finally, as it seems to be happening in
every other area, Deep Learning will be used soon, specially in
applications where Big Data is available, and the interpretability
and transparency of the resulting models is not a critical issue.

However, limitations and assumptions of this research work
must also be stated. One hundred and sixty research works in
a 20 year range (from 1998 to 2018) were reviewed in order
to extract current prospects in CI applied to the hospitality in-
dustry. These prospects were used not only to showcase how CI
methods are being applied, but also to identify and propose a
novel taxonomy based on how the hospitality industry’s research
efforts are currently distributed, based on the aforementioned
methodologies. One of the main limitations of this research was
the huge amount of literature present in this area, thus limiting
the reviewed research works under the assumption that the most
relevant ones in their area or subarea are representative of what
is currently being done. Although being a limitation, this presents
an opportunity to create new future reviews based on a deeper
analysis of each subarea. Additionally, it was found out that
there are many research works that do not exactly fall inside CI
because of the methodologies used in them. This limitation can
also be seen as an unprecedented opportunity to delve deeper in
new atypical ways to discover applications or areas, which might
ultimately lead to undiscovered research avenues.

On a closing note, the set of identified challenges present
an unique opportunity not only as an insufficiently explored
avenue for the research community working on CI, but also for
the hospitality industry to become fully aware of the benefits
that this research area can bring. We utterly believe that the
material and prospects provided in our study is just an informed
sample of the huge potential that underlies beneath the adoption
of computational intelligence in this sector. It is time for the
research community to join this path, stepping on grounds of
evidence as those given in this survey, so that CI spreads over
the whole hospitality industry in years to come.
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